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Abstract Geometric routing, which combines greedy
embedding and greedy forwarding, is a promising ap-

proach for efficient data sharing in darknets. However,

the security of data sharing using geometric routing in

darknets is still an issue that has not been fully stud-

ied. In this paper, we propose a Secure Data Sharing
framework (SeDS) for future darknets via hierarchical

greedy embedding. SeDS adopts a hierarchical topolo-

gy and uses a set of secure nodes to protect the whole

topology. To support geometric routing in the hierar-
chical topology, a two-level bit-string prefix embedding

approach (Prefix-T) is first proposed, and then a greedy

forwarding strategy and a data mapping approach are

combined with Prefix-T for data sharing. SeDS guar-

antees that the publication or request of a data item
can always pass through the corresponding secure n-

ode, such that security strategies can be performed. The

experimental results show that SeDS provides scalable

and efficient end-to-end communication and data shar-
ing.
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1 Introduction

Darknets [1] exploit the infrastructure of the Internet

but are not limited by the Internet rules. They do not

use standard protocols and ports, and support anony-

mous communication and data sharing via the encryp-
tion technology and the Peer-to-Peer technology. Due

to these characteristics, the censorship of darknets is

difficult, and darknets may cause some potential crim-

inal threats. However, as Steve Mansfield-Devine said,
”Darknets are just a technology, it’s what you do with

them that counts” [2]. Using darknets under current

laws can also bring lots of positive effects and bene-

fits. For instance, darknets can provide much stronger

anonymous communication and privacy protection. Cur-
rently, darknets have become one of the hotspots in the

cyber security research.

Darknets always adopt overlay communication sys-

tems for data sharing. Some typical applications of dark-

net, such as Freenet, oneSwarm and GNUnet, are all

based on overlays. Different from existing anonymous

communication systems like Tor [3], the topology of
darknet is not derived from the infrastructure topolo-

gy of Internet, but depends on the trust relationship or

other social relationships between two users. For exam-

ple, in friend-to-friend networks [4], the data is trans-
ported from a node to its trusted friend node regardless

the links between them on the internet topology. In this

paper, we focus on the darknet topology rather than the

Internet topology.

The darknet is treated as ”non-public Internet”, it

is as important as the Internet and needs prospective

studies. Though the darknet has developed for many
years, it still faces two challenges. (1) Efficent rout-

ing and content distribution scheme for data sharing.

Various routing and content distribution schemes are
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proposed, such as flooding approach [5], probabilistic

forwarding [6] and virtual DHT design [7]. However,

these schemes cause either high overhead or inefficien-

t routing. (2) Secure framework. Like traditional P2P

networks, data items in darknets are also stored or re-
solved by users in darknets. Due to the lack of verifi-

cation mechanism, a large number of illegal or harmful

content may be stored or spread by the normal user

inadvertently. Darknets also suffer from cyber attack-
s, such as DDos attack, Sybil attack, etc. Obviously,

security becomes more and more important in the fu-

ture research on darknets. To solve above problems, a

secure framework providing efficient data sharing is in-

deed needed for current and future darknets.

Geometric routing [8] is a promising approach to

provide efficient and scalable data sharing, and it is

originally used for wireless networks [9, 10]. Different

from the routing of the Internet [11], geometric rout-
ing greedily embeds the topology into a metric space,

i.e., assigning each node a coordinate in the metric s-

pace. Each node only stores the coordinates of its neigh-

bors, and greedily forwards the message hop-by-hop ac-
cording to the coordinate distance. Geometric routing

has following advantages for data sharing in darknets:

First, geometric routing maintains a low path stretch

(the ratio of the routing path length to the shortest

path length) by using a small amount of routing in-
formation. Each node only stores the coordinate of its

neighbors. Second, the embedded topology is potential

to construct a darknet topology based DHT. The da-

ta item is mapped to a node which is responsible to
store the data item, and the request can be greedily

forwarded to a node hop-by-hop on the darknet topolo-

gy. Though some schemes [12, 4] are proposed for data

sharing using geometric routing in darknets, there are

few security mechanisms to protect normal users.

In this paper, we proposed a Secure Data Sharing

framework (SeDS) via hierarchical greedy embedding.

SeDS divides the nodes in darknets into two categories:

secure nodes and normal nodes. Each secure node is
responsible for the security of a set of normal nodes.

To support geometric routing on the hierarchical topol-

ogy, a two-level bit-string prefix embedding approach

(Prefix-T) is proposed. By combining Prefix-T with a

greedy forwarding strategy and a data mapping ap-
proach, data sharing is implemented. SeDS supports

efficient communication for arbitrary two nodes, and

guarantees that the data item which is published to a

node can always pass through the corresponding secure
node, such that security strategies can be performed.

SeDS is not only used for darknets, but also be used for

other data sharing systems.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as fol-

lows. Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3

presents the detailed design of SeDS. Section 4 evalu-

ates the performance of SeDS. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

2 Related work

Data sharing provides efficient content distribution and

retrieval based on overlay networks. It can be used in

various scenarios, such as personal data sharing, the

knowledge transport of enterprises [13], IPVT [14]. To
realize anonymous, censorship-resistant data sharing,

darknets [12], which restrict overlay links to trusted

parties, become promising approaches.

Various approaches are used for data sharing in dark-

nets, most of them face scalability or efficiency issues.
Turtle [5] builds a data sharing overlay on top of pre-

existing trust relationships. The query of a data item is

broadcast on the overlay and the data item is returned

via the reverse path. OneSwarm [6] supports a mix of
trusted and untrusted peers rather than the only trust-

ed peers, and it combines broadcast and probabilistic

forwarding for content retrieval. Both of them are suit-

able for the small size of network. R5N [15] combines

a random walk with recursive Kademlia-style routing
for data retrieval, but the high success rate demands a

large number of replicas. X-Vine [7] constructs a virtu-

al DHT overlay similar to Chord and adopts VRR-like

protocol [16] for routing. However, it does not avoid the
shortcomings of VRR, i.e., long routing paths and lots

of routing information.

To solve above problems, geometric routing may be

a promising approach for efficient and scalable routing.

In geometric routing, the topology is embedded into a
metric space, i.e., each node is assigned a coordinate in

the metric space. Each node only stores the coordinates

of its neighbors, and the packet is greedily forwarded

according to the coordinate distance. The data can also

be assigned a coordinate, and is registered or retrieved
via greedy forwarding according to the coordinate.

In the early days of the geometric routing scheme,

physical coordinates or virtual coordinates are used for

greedy routing [17]. The physical coordinate and the

virtual coordinate can also be used for data collection,
which is similar to data sharing. Some approaches based

on DHTs are proposed, such as [18]. Compared with

traditional DHT designs, the data is mapped to a co-

ordinate, and is greedily routed to corresponding node
according to the coordinate. These approaches can re-

duce the stretch and routing information by embedding

the network topology into a geographic or virtual coor-
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dinate space. However, the routing may fail because the

embedding of topology does not satisfy the greediness.

To guarantee the greediness of embedding, some ge-

ometric routing schemes based on greedy embedding

have been developed. Geometric spaces [19] are stud-

ied for embedding. Kleinberg [8] proposed a universal

greedy embedding approach for arbitrary graphs via
the greedy embedding of a spanning tree. MobiCCN

[20] used the greedy embedding scheme of [8] for con-

tent routing. However, the coordinate needs O(n) bits,

which may cause high overhead for networks.

To obtain succinct coordinates, some succinct greedy

embedding approaches are proposed. Herzen and West-

phal [21] isometrically embedded a spanning tree into

l
O(logn)
∞ . It provides O(log3(n))-bit coordinates in pow-

er law graphs with 2<λ< 3. Based on this work, Hfer

et al. [12] proposed a prefix embedding approach and

a virtual tree embedding approach for content address-
ing in darknets, but the greediness and the load balance

cannot be guaranteed simultaneously. Then, they pro-

posed a privacy-preserving routing scheme in darknet-

s with multiple embeddings [4]. This work focuses on

anonymous problem and the multiple embeddings may
bring long coordinates.

From the above, the scheme using geometric routing
for data sharing is a promising approach in darknets,

but it still has some problems to be solved. For one

thing, geometric routing should satisfy greediness, scal-

ability and efficiency. For the other thing, the security of
data sharing should be guaranteed, i.e, the data cannot

be illegal or harmful. Due to the censorship-resistant

property, most schemes do not consider the security re-

quirement.

Our framework also focuses on darknets, but not

limited to darknets. Different from previous data shar-

ing schemes using geometric routing [12] [4], SeDS guar-
antees both the requirements of geometric routing and

the security of data sharing using a geometric routing

scheme with a two-level prefix embedding.

3 Desgin of SeDS

The idea of SeDS is simple. In geometric routing, we

only need to find a set of nodes responsible for security

and ensure that the publication or request of data item

passes through these nodes. Meanwhile, the efficiency

of geometric routing should not be affected.

SeDS consists of two parts: a geometric routing scheme

and a mapping approach. The former combines greedy
embedding and greedy forwarding, and it provides a se-

cure framework and routing services. The later maps a

data item to a coordinate. According to the coordinate,

0

/0/00/0/0

/0/0/1 /0/00/1

/0/1

/0/0/0

Fig. 1 Embedded tree via bit-string prefix embedding

the node, which is responsible for the data item, can be
found via geometric routing.

In this section, we first review a bit-string prefix

embedding scheme (Prefix-B) [22] which we have pro-
posed. Based on this scheme, a two-level bit-string pre-

fix embedding scheme (Prefix-T) is proposed. Then, we

discuss the greedy forwarding strategy and the mapping

approach.

3.1 Review of Bit-string Prefix Embedding

Prefix-B adopts a bit-string prefix tree metric space.
In the metric space, each node is assigned a label (bit-

string) which is different from the labels of its siblings.

The coordinate of a node is obtained by concatenating

labels on the path of the prefix tree from the root n-
ode to the node. Note that, the bit-string prefix tree

is predetermined. It is only determined by the num-

ber of labels. If the number of label is not limited, the

bit-string prefix tree is an infinite tree.

For a connected graph G(V,E), the greedy embed-

ding of G is divided into two steps: (1) Extract a s-

panning tree T from G. (2) Embed T into a bit-string

prefix tree metric space X , i.e., assign each node of T a
coordinate. The first step adopts the SPT protocol [23]

to construct and maintain a spanning tree. Since the

metric space is an infinite tree, the greedy embedding

of a spanning tree into the bit-string prefix tree metric
space turns to construct a sub-tree of the bit-string pre-

fix tree based on the spanning tree. Thus, the greedy

embedding is obtained by a top-down traversal of the

spanning tree T from the root node to leaves.

The embedding process is as follows. The root node

is first assigned an initial coordinate 0. For an embed-

ded non-leaf node u, the coordinate of u is expressed as

Cu=/w0
ub

0
u/w

1
ub

1
u/.../w

k
ub

k
u, where b

i
u is a bit-string and

wi
u is an edge weight. After u obtained its coordinate,

it assigns different labels to its children. If a child v of

u is assigned a label b and the edge weight between u

and v is w. The coordinate of a child is obtained by
appending the label to the coordinate of its parent, i.e.,

Cv=/w0
ub

0
u/w

1
ub

1
u/.../w

k
ub

k
u/wb. Fig. 1 shows the exam-

ple of an embedded spanning tree.
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Fig. 2 Two-level bit-string prefix embedding

3.2 Two-level Bit-string Prefix Embedding

In SeDS, the topology is divided into two levels accord-

ing to two types of nodes: secure nodes and normal

nodes. Secure nodes construct the outer layer topolo-
gy, and normal nodes construct the inner layer topolo-

gy. The two types of nodes both participate in global

communication and store data items. Differently, the

secure node is responsible for more tasks, such as data
forwarding, security authority, and it provides services

for normal nodes. The secure node should be trusted in

darknets and can adopt different security strategies, e.g.

the attack detection [24, 25], trust models [26], the key

management [27, 28, 29], the digital forensics [30]. The
secure node can be selected randomly or according to

the node capacity (computation, bandwidth, storage),

authority, or other properties.

3.2.1 Greedy Embedding

Prefix-T adopts two-level embedding based on Prefix-

B. Greedy embedding of a topology via Prefix-T is also

based on a spanning tree. First, we assume that the

spanning tree T of a graph G(V,E) has been extracted,
and guarantee that the root node is always a secure

node. Then, the greedy embedding is obtained by a top-

down traversal of the spanning tree. Different type of

nodes is assigned a coordinate via different strategies.

For better understanding, the two-level bit-string

embedding process is presented from two aspects: the

greedy embedding of secure nodes and the greedy em-

bedding of normal nodes. As shown in Fig.2, the tree
on the left side is the spanning tree of a graph with two

types of nodes. The gray node is the secure node and

the white node is the normal node.

All secure nodes construct a virtual tree (see upper

right corner of Fig.2). Particularly, the virtual tree is a

weighted graph. The edge weight between two secure n-
odes in the virtual tree is a sum of edge weights between

the two nodes on the spanning tree. The embedding of

the secure node turns to the greedy embedding Prefix-B

of the virtual tree.

Normal nodes and a secure node construct a sub-

tree of the spanning tree. Each subtree contains only
one secure node, and the tree is rooted at the node.

The normal node is the descendant of the secure node.

At the lower right corner of Fig.2, the two secure n-

odes construct two subtrees. Thus, the embedding of
the normal node is obtained by the greedy embedding

Prefix-B of the subtree.

For any node u, the universal coordinate consist-

s of two levels: Cu=Cu1:Cu2. Each layer is a hierar-

chical bit-string, e.g. Cu1=/w0
u1b

0
u1/w

1
u1b

1
u1/.../w

k
u1b

k
u1,

Cu2 =/w0
u2b

0
u2/w

1
u2b

1
u2/.../w

k
u2b

l
u2. Specially, the second

layer of the secure node coordinate is null. The coordi-

nate is stored in the form of a bit-string, and the hi-

erarchical structure is divided according to two masks

similar to [31]. For example, the mask of the coordi-
nate /0/0/110 is 11001. Each ‘1’ in the mask repre-

sents an end of a bit-string. Thus, 11001 is divided in-

to three parts: 1, 1 and 001, each part corresponds to

a bit-string of the coordinate. For a coordinate with
weight, the weight is also represented by the mask. For

example, the coordinate /0/(3)0/110 is first changed

to /(1)0/(11)0/(1)110 (binary form), then the mask

110111001 can be obtained. For the two-level coordi-

nate Cu1:Cu2, each layer is represented via a mask.

Prefix-T of a spanning tree is implemented as fol-

lows. The root node coordinate is first initialized to /0.

Each embedded node checks the node type of its child.
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For each type children, the parent adopts the reusable

coding strategy [22] to produce a bit-string for each

child. The bit-string combined with the parent coordi-

nate and the edge weight are sent to the child. When an

unembedded node u receives the message from its par-
ent t, the coordinate is obtained according to different

conditions (Algorithm.1).

(1) If u is a secure node, it obtains its coordinate

by appending the bit-string b and the edge weight w
to the first layer of parent coordinate Ct=Ct1:Ct2. The

coordinate Cu is expressed as follows:

Cu = Ct1/wu1b : null (1)

wu1 =

|Ct2|
∑

i=0

wi
t2 + w (2)

where |Ct2| denotes the layer number of Ct2.

(2) If u is a normal node, it obtains its coordinate

by appending the bit-string b and the edge weight w to

the second layer of parent coordinate Ct=Ct1:Ct2. The

coordinate Cu is expressed as follows:

Cu = Ct1 : Ct2/wb (3)

When the children get their coordinates, they re-
peat above process. After a top-down traversal of the

spanning tree T from the root node to leaves, each node

is assigned a node coordinate and the spanning tree is

greedily embedded. Fig.3 shows an example of an em-
bedded spanning tree.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Embedding (Prefix-T) (at node

u)

1: u.child num is the children number of u;
2: Cu is the coordiante of u;
3: u.type is the node type of u;

4: Case 1: u is an unembedded node, and it receive a mes-
sage (bit-string b, edge weight w and coordinate Ct) from
its parent t.

5: if u.type = secure then

6: u obtains its coordinate according to Eq.(1) and Eq.(2);
7: else

8: u obtains its coordinate according to Eq.(3);
9: end if

10: Case 2: after u is embedded, assume that v is a child of
u.

11: u compute a bit-string b′ for v;
12: u sends the bit-string b′, a edge weight w′ and Cu to v;

Algorithm 1 shows the distributed implementation

of Prefix-T, it combines the process of spanning tree

extraction and coordinate assignment. After the span-
ning tree is obtained, the embedding can also be fin-

ished. Thus, the communication complex of Prefix-T is

the same with that of the spanning tree protocol.

0

/0/1 /0/01

/0/01/1

/0/01/(2)0 /0/01/1:0 /0/01/1:1

/0/01:0

/0:0

/0:0/0 /0:0/1 /0/1:0

/0/(2)0

/0/(2)0/0/0/(2)0:0

Fig. 3 Embedded tree via two-level bit-string prefix embed-
ding

3.2.2 Coordinate Distance

Since the coordinate of Prefix-T contains two layers,

for better understanding, we first discuss the distance

of one layer coordiante, and then put the two layers

together to compute the universal coordinate distance.

One layer coordinate distance is similar to Prefix-

B which depends on the longest prefix matching. The

longest prefix between two coordinates is obtained by
comparing the bit-strings of the two coordinates regard-

less weight. For any two coordinates Cu1= /w0
u1b

0
u1/

w1
u1b

1
u1 /· · · /wh

u1b
h
u1 and cv1= /w0

v1b
0
v1/w

1
v1b

1
v1/· · · /

wk
v1b

k
v1, assuming that the length of the longest common

prefix is l, then the distance between them is the sum

of the weights of two coordinates except the weights

of the longest common prefix. The distance function is

expressed as follows:

d′(Cu1, Cv1) =

h
∑

i=l

wi
u1 +

k
∑

j=l

wj
v1 (4)

The coordinate distance of Prefix-T is obtained based
on the virtual tree and the local subtree. As shown

in Eq.(5), these four formulas correspond to two cas-

es according to whether u and v are in the same local

subtree. (1) If the two nodes belong to different sub-

trees, the coordinate distance is calculated based on
the longest prefix of the first layer with the following

cases (the first three conditions in the equation): (a) u

and v has the same nearest common ancestor x, where

x 6= u and x 6= v. (b) u is the ancestor of v. (c) v is the
ancestor of u. (2) If the two nodes are in the same sub-

tree, the distance is calculated according to the second

layer of the coordinate (the fourth condition).

According to prefix embedding, the embedding of

virtual tree is isometric according to the first layer co-

ordinates of any two nodes, but isometric embedding of

spanning tree cannot be guaranteed Since the first lay-
er coordinate only contains the topology information of

virtual tree and the second layer reveals local topolo-

gy information, the node coordinate cannot reflect the
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d(Cu, Cv) =











d′(Cu1, Cv1) + d′(Cu2, null) + d′(null, Cv2) if l 6= h
∧

l 6= k,

d′(Cu1, Cv1)− d′(Cu2, null) + d′(null, Cv2) if l = h
∧

l 6= k,

d′(Cu1, Cv1) + d′(Cu2, null) − d′(null, Cv2) if l 6= h
∧

l = k.

d′(Cu2, Cv2) if l = h
∧

l = k.

(5)

complete spanning tree. For any two nodes, the coor-
dinate distance may not equal to the node distance on

the spanning tree. Thus, Prefix-T is not isometric. Even

so, we can still prove that Prefix-T is greedy.

Theorem 1 For any connect graph G, the embedding

of G produced by Prefix-T is greedy.

Proof According to the definition of greedy embedding

[32], to prove the greediness of Prefix-T, we should

guarantee that for any two nonadjacent node u and v,
there must exist a neighbor w of u such that d′(u, v) >

d′(w, v). We analyze the greediness from two cases ac-

cording to Eq.5

(1) If u and v are in different subtrees, there are
three cases.

(a) If u and v has the same nearest common ancestor

x (x 6= u and x 6= t), then

d′(u, v)=d′(Cu1, Cv1)+d′(Cu2, null)+d′(null, Cv2)

=d′(ru, rv) + d′(u, ru) + d′(rv, v)

where ru is the root node of the subtree that u belongs
to. Accordingly, the coordinate distance of w and v is

expresed as follows,

d′(w, v) = d′(ru, rv) + d′(w, ru) + d′(rv, v)

If w is the parent of u in the spanning tree, d′(w, ru) <

d′(u, ru). Thus, d
′(u, v) > d′(w, v), the neighbor can be

otained.

(b) If u is the ancestor of v, then

d′(u, v) = d′(ru, rv)− d′(u, ru) + d′(rv, v)

Accordingly, the coordinate distance of w and v is ex-

presed as follows,

d′(w, v) = d′(ru, rv)− d′(w, ru) + d′(rv, v)

If w is the child of u in the spanning tree, d′(w, ru) >

d′(u, ru). Thus, d
′(u, v) > d′(w, v), the neighbor can be

otained.

(c) If v is the ancestor of u, then the analysis is

similar to (a).

(2) If u and v are in the same subtree, Prefix-T is

a prefix embedding. Obviously, the greediness can be

guaranteed.

Above all, the greediness of Prefix-T can be guar-

anteed.

3.3 Greedy Forwarding, Data Mapping and Sharing

3.3.1 Greedy Forwarding

Greedy forwarding uses local routing information. Each
node only stores the coordinates of its neighbors. The

greedy forwarding process is straightforward: when a

message reaches a node u, u selects a neighbor which

is the nearest to the destination according to the coor-
dinate distance, and then forwards the message to the

neighbor. After the message reaches a new node, the

process is repeated until the packet reaches the destina-

tion. The greedy embedding of the topology guarantees

that the next hop can always be found if the destina-
tion is a node on the topology. Thus, the ene-to-end

communication in darknets can be supported.

3.3.2 Data Mapping and Sharing

For data sharing, the data item is published or copied
to a node on the topology. To determine which node a

data item corresponds to, the coordinate of data item

is needed. The mapping approach is used to map the

name of data item to a coordinate. The mapping ap-
proach may affect the distribution of data items. Ex-

isting mapping approaches, such as [12, 33], map the

content name to a coordinate in the metric space rely

on the topology information. Since our focus is on the

secure framework, we adopt an existing approach [33]
for mapping.

To make sure that the publication or request of data
item passes through the secure node such that security

strategies can be performed, the name of a data item

is mapped to a one-layer coordinate without weight ac-

cording to the virtual tree. When a node gets a data
item coordinate, the publication or request packet using

the coordinate as the destination is greedily forwarded

to a secure node. The next hop of greedy forwarding is

chosen according to the length of the longest common

prefix between the data item coordinate and the first
layer of node coordinate regardless the weight. Accord-

ing to the greedy forwarding, for any non-destination n-

ode, there must be a parent node or a child node which

is nearer to the destination than current node on the
virtual tree. Thus, it is guaranteed that there must be

a greedy path to the secure node regardless where the

data item is published or requested.
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After a publication packet reaches a secure node, the

secure node checks the sender or the packet according to

some secure rules. The trusted publication is sent to one

of the normal nodes on the subtree rooted at the secure

node. The normal node is chosen according to a random
strategy or others. After the normal node is determined,

the normal node and the sender can communicate with

each other through their node coordinates. Finally, the

data item is registered or copied to a normal node. The
process of data request is similar. For any node, it can

find corresponding secure node via greedy forwarding

according to the data item coordinate, then, the normal

node is obtained.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the properties of SeDS by

quantitative or qualitative analysis.

(1) Scalability. SeDS inherits the scalability of geo-

metric routing. For SeDS, each node only need to store

routing entries to its neighbors, i.e., the coordinates of

neighbors. Meanwhile, the coordinate is also succinct.
Similar to the analysis of prefix embedding [12, 22], in

power law topologies with 2 < λ < 3, the coordinate

length is O(log2 n) bits, where n is the size of topology.

(2) Greediness and Efficiency. SeDS provides 100%

routing success rates and efficient routing. According to

Theorem 1, the greediness of Prefix-T can be proved.

Thus, for any two nodes, a greedy path between them
can always be found. Though the upper bound of path

stretch cannot be guaranteed, our experiments show

that routing of SeDS is also efficient.

(3) Security. SeDS provides an adjustable secure

framework in darknets. The number of secure nodes can

be adjusted according to different security requirements

and node capabilities. In extreme cases, each node can
be a secure node and provide service for itself. Corre-

spondingly, each node can also be a normal node and

does not consider the security requirement. Since the

publication or request of a data item is based on the
virtual tree, corresponding packets can finally reach a

secure node. Thus, the publication or request of a data

item can always be checked by the secure node.

Compared with previous data sharing schemes us-

ing geometric routing, Prefix-T of SeDS is greedy but

not isometric. The embedding of previous schemes is

greedy and isometric. The routing of previous schemes
may be more efficient than that of SeDS, but SeDS can

provide more flexible and secure framework than previ-

ous schemes.
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5 Evaluation

SeDS is evaluated from three aspects: the coordinate

length, the path stretch of geometric routing and the

path length of data sharing. The purpose of the evalu-

ation is to verify that our secure framework works well

for data sharing and end-to-end communication. There
are two types of topologies: the real-world topologies

from CAIDA [34] and the synthetic topologies generat-

ed by GLP model [35]. Each topology is transformed to

an unweighted and undirected graph.

5.1 Coordinate Length

The coordinate length is an important factor of scalabil-

ity. It affects both the size of routing table and the pay-
load of packet header. We measured the maximum and

average coordinate lengths on different size of topolo-

gies (from 500 to 30000). Fig.4 shows the two types

of coordinate length when the network grows. Both the

maximum coordinate length and the average coordinate
length of Prefix-T are better than those of Prefix-B. The

main reason is that the coordinate of Prefix-T stores

less topology information than that of Prefix-B, which

also makes Prefix-T more secure. For Prefix-T, the co-
ordinate length has a linear relationship with O(log(n)),

which is better than the theoretical result. In different

size of networks, coordinate maintains at a low value.

Even in the network with 30000 nodes, the maximum

coordinate length is no more than 25. Obviously, our
embedding scheme Prefix-T provides succinct coordi-

nates.

5.2 Path Stretch

Path stretch is the ratio of the routing path length to

the shortest path length. Here, we adopted the path
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stretch to measure the efficiency of end-to-end commu-

nication. Our scheme is compared with Tree-based rout-

ing and Prefix-B based routing. For geometric routing
schemes using a spanning tree for greedy embedding,

the choice of spanning tree affects the path stretches.

Thus, we kept the spanning tree for different schemes.

Fig.5 shows the average path stretch with the growth

of network.The average stretch remains stable as the

network grows. For these three schemes, the result of

tree based routing is the worst. The stretch of Prefix-
T is slightly higher than that of Prefix-B. The reason

is that: though Prefix-T guarantees greedy embedding,

the coordinate distance is distorted according to the

spanning tree distance, i.e. the isometric property can-
not be guaranteed. The isometric property results in

the gap of path stretch between Prefix-T and Prefix-B.

Though the greedy path is extended, it is an acceptable

cost for secure framework.

5.3 Hop Count for Data Sharing

The process of data publication or request is different

from that of end-to-end communication. The data item

is first routed to a secured node, and then is sent to a

normal node. Here, we used hops to measure the path

length of data sharing.

We first produced 500 data items. For each data

item, we randomly selected 100 nodes as source to pub-
lish the data item. The topology is obtained from a

real-world network with over 10000 nodes. Fig.6 shows

the CDF of hops for different percentage of secure n-

odes. It is obvious that the larger the percentage is the

better the routing performance is. The main reason is
still the distortion of embedded path. Satisfyingly, the

worst routing path length is no more than 9 hops.

To request a data item, the user can first map the

data name to a coordinate, and then directly forward-

ed to the secure node of the data. The routing path
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Fig. 6 CDF of path length with different percentage of se-
cure nodes
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is the same with that of data publication. To decrease
the length of routing path, the data replica can be pub-

lished. Fig.7 shows the path length for data with d-

ifferent number of replicas. m is the number of repli-

cas. Obviously, the path length is worse than others
when m=1. According to the larger version of Fig.7 ,

the length of routing path decreases with the increase

of replica number, but the variation is getting smaller.

6 Conclusion and Future work

This paper focus on the secure data sharing using geo-

metric routing in darknets and propose a secure frame-

work SeDS in a hierarchical topology based on a two-

level bit-string prefix embedding scheme. The publica-
tion or request of data item can always pass through the

corresponding secure node, such that security strategies

can be performed. SeDS provides efficient end-to-end

communication and data sharing. SeDS is not limited
to darknets, it can also be used for wireless networks or

other data sharing systems. Since SeDS is only a secure

framework without specific security scenarios and se-
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curity strategies, how to use SeDS to solve the specific

security problem can be our future work.
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